Add Redbird Mathematics to your West Virginia McGraw-Hill My Math purchase for a total personalized adaptive solution.

A digital personalized learning solution, Redbird Mathematics uses adaptive technology to meet all learners where they are and accelerate learning.

- Delivers differentiated instruction and support.
- Supports success for all students with learning scaffolds, including hints, feedback, and a variety of interactive modes.
- Helps learners build confidence in their abilities, engaging in productive struggle that helps them learn how to learn.
- Provides assessment opportunities for students and powerful reports to educators that can help direct next steps.
- Available anytime, anywhere on any internet-enabled tablet or computer.
West Virginia My Math + Redbird Mathematics = Truly Personalized Learning

No two students learn alike, making personalized learning a key solution for every classroom.

Identify What Each Student Is Ready To Learn

A digital personalized learning solution, Redbird Mathematics uses adaptive technology to meet all learners where they are and accelerate learning. At its heart, Redbird Mathematics is an engaging program that enables students to understand, apply, and create at their specific point on the learning continuum.

Build Understanding of Math Concepts

Learning games and more than 15,000 math items facilitate extensive practice and application of mathematical concepts, to teach advanced problem solving and provide experience with item formats found in high-stakes assessments.

Demonstrate Proficiency With Real-World Application

Redbird Mathematics enables students to demonstrate proficiency through STEM-based projects that address real-world challenges, encouraging students to display understanding as they gain practice using design, simulation, or coding tools.

To learn more, visit mheonline.com/westvirginia